Based on the momentum equation, continuity equation and state equation, the unstable flow model of the gas pipeline network with two-ring parallel having distributing points was established and we got the analytic solution. To the actual gas pipeline network model, we analyzed the characteristic values-nodes, volume and network flow reliability's changing trend on the working condition, node leakage condition and pipe cut-off condition. What we did can provide support for the monitoring of faulted gas pipeline network and shorten the duration of the faulted gas pipeline network condition, and then the hydraulic reliability of gas pipeline network can be increased.
INTRODUCTION
The main function of the municipal gas pipeline network is to supply users with the gas meeting the users' requirements of certain pressure and flow volume. Under normal working conditions, the pressure and flow volume of gas meet the requirements for each node (user) in the municipal gas pipeline network. When an accident happens in a node in the gas pipeline network and results in gas leakage, then it will have some impacts on the nearby node's parameters of pressure and flow volume [1] .
CALCULATE METHODS OF HYDRAULIC RELIABILITY
Based on the relationship between flow volume and pressure of nodes, the gas pipeline network is divided into normal supply, part supply and interrupted supply. The hydraulic reliability can be described in the following three characteristic values: nodes flow reliability, volume flow reliability and the network flow reliability [2] .
To a single node in all m states, the ratio of the actual total gas flow and the total nodal demand gas flow. And its expression is formula (1).
During the duration, for all n nodes, at all m states, the ratio of the actual total volume of gas consumption and the required total volume of gas consumption. And its expression is formula (2).
In addition to the nodal factors, network flow reliability also includes the time factors. The third characteristic value can be expressed as formula (3).
The nodal factor of the gas pipeline network's network flow reliability only considers the degree of satisfaction with the nodes' (users') actual gas consumption to the totally supplied gas volume under. Volume and network flow reliability of gas pipeline network can be used to analyze whether the supplied gas meets the requirement of the design and evaluate whether the operating state is reasonable [3] .
SIMULATION AND TEST

Solution of Mathematical Model
The unstable flow model of gas pipeline introduce space unit pulse function
and time unit pulse function ( )   to describe the time and location of gas distributing points' nodal flow [4] . The unstable flow model is formula (4).
Schematic diagram of gas pipeline network with two-ring parallel is shown in figure 1 . We should take the intersection O of the connected pipe and main pipe as the origin. Assuming the length of connected pipe is l, the left main pipe's length is l1 and the right one is l2. The flow model is formula (5). of pipeline network. 
Utilizing the Laplace transformation to solve the mathematical model, we can get the solution as formula (6) and (7). 
Spot Test
Take a district annular gas pipeline network in Chengdu as a test object and the simplified gas pipeline network is shown in the figure2.v1 is the gas source point and v2~v6 is the nodes, each demand pressure is 2600Pa, minimum required pressure is 2000Pa, gas source point v1 supplies gas of 3000Pa and we take 24h as the duration.
The initial pressure of gas pipeline network is 3000Pa. The length and diameter of gas pipeline are shown in table I. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
Each node's gas flow demand of gas pipeline network is shown in table II. Make the data-fitting with Polynomial, the calculated pressure is shown in table II.
To simulate the 25m3/h gas leakage in e3-pipe, we can add the amount of leakage as the demand of v4-node: When an accident happens, it's necessary to isolate the pipe for maintenance. e3-pipe cut-off, the flow of v4-node remain the demand flow on normal working condition. The calculated pressure and flow of nodes are shown in table IV.
The nodes flow reliability is shown in figure3 and each node's volume and network flow reliability with v4-node failure are shown in figure4. The curves of each node's nodes flow reliability with e3-pipeline cut-off are shown in figure5. The volume reliability is 0.775 and the network reliability is 0.414.
